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MEMOR.AN'DOM: 

In dealing with the question of acceptances. it is desirable 

that the Board should not be obliged to adopt inflexible regulations 

unless absolutely necessary. lt should be borne in mdnd that we are 

co1npeting in the acceptance field with other countries which have no 

legal restrictions in Which sound business j1~ertt, guided from time 

to time by the central banks of these countries, constitutes the un

written, but none the less rigid law. ~he banks of the United States 

would greatly assist tha Board in its work of developing a modern and 

efficient system of American bankers' accept~oes - and they would best 

serve their own purposes - if they would study and assimilate the under

lying principles which must guide the Board, and observe these principles 

voluntarily without ~equiring inflexible rules. Unless the bankers co~· 

operate with the Board in this 1mu~1er, many transactions • unobjectionable 

as lo1~ as theJ are engaged in for legitimate purposes and within reason

·abie limits .... wi11 have to 1:1e barred beaause strict regulations do not 

S.tlmi t Of discriminatiOlh 

Proper regard for conservation ot the attength ·of the Federal Reserve 

System requires that it must be possessed of short paper well scattered 

in its maturities {not exceeding ninety days), that when tais paper matures 

it can he actually collected and that the sul.)ply of new paper coming into 

the market can be controlled to a certain degree by an advance or decline 

in the rate of interest at which bankers' acceptances are bought. Higher 

rates will e~ert a restraining ~nfluence on the producer and the dealer 

and \nll thereby reduce borrowings and bring about a certain degree of 

contraction. 
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By ~eeping these principles in mind - upon which the strength of 

our structure depends • we can readily understand the hazardous conditions 

which would be created 1£, for example, $3oo.ooo,ooo of acceptance credits 

should be opened for the purpose of financing co~porations for a period of 

two or three years, the corporations having secured £rom the acceptors 

(directly or by a trading process) a fixed and definite rate o£ interest 

for the entire term of the credit. This rate would necessarily be much 
f 

higher than the (Jurrent rate for bankers acceptances. Let us assume that 

$300,000,000 had been loaned to co~~orations at a% for two years, plus 
• 

the acceptance commissions. I£ during these two years the be:m.k rate 

should advance to 20%, the corporations would not be affected thereby; 

they would renew from time to time as though money rates had remained un-

changed; and consequently, the bank rate, as far as they are concerned, 

would lose its power to bring about contraction. Thus the acceptance 

would cease to serve the purpose of financing the borrower; it would be 

for the purpose of financing the accepting bank. It would really become 

an accommodation draft for the benefit of the banker, regardless of the 

current rate and regardless of general conditions, and whether these 

conditions demand contraction or expansion, the bankers would have to re-

discount these acceptances, at a profit or at a loss, if their own position 

so required. Here, too, the bank rate would lose its power to produce con-

traction because the commitment is a definite one-for two years. 

Another flaw in this method of financing is that there is practieally 

no limit to the amount of acceptances which may be created in this manner • 

• 
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In addition. the rate guaranteed the corporation by the banker 

would likely be so high as to tempt the accepting bank (having exchanged 

its aaoeptan~e with another bank assoaiated lrl this business) to rediscount 

the aoa~ptahcie With the Federal Reser•e baHk or to s~i1 it lh the open mar-
• t I • • ' 

lteU Fcsr the acoe~Ung batik thh transs.ehon wouid tidt invo111e the ilivest-

ment ot morley lis l~rlg as tlie l'Mtket iii able to abMrb the acceptances of-

fered. The unavoidable consequence of this process must be in order to 

prevent an avalanche of thee acceptances. the discount rate would have to 

be advance& so as to reduce the tempting margin and thereby lessen the 

supply. These syndicate or accommodation acceptances would therefore tend 

to raise the rate to the detriment of the legitimate business of the 

country- particularly the import and export business. \v.hen,three years 

ago, we began our campaign to establish American bankers' acceptances, 

our rate \VoaS 2-2i% and the English rate was about 5%. Our rate has now 

moved up to 4-41% while the English ~~e ia about 3-7/sf~ ~his signifies 

that we have reached a. point where American houses find it to their ad

vantage again to draw on English banks, as they di4 same years ago, ratl.er 

than upon banks or the United States. 

It 1a certain that if syndicate acceptances of this character were 

offered in European countries the S&rket would at once discrimdnate 

against than and put an end to such transactions. lt is the application 

of this rigid principle of keeping the acceptance market primarily re-

served for strictly commercial uses that has kept the acceptance business 

• 
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in -England in a sound condition and has ma.de the English acceptance 

market so important an adjunct of the money market. 
considerations 1 

If in the light of these/ we seek to apply these 

principles to actual operations we must reach these conclusionat 

There is no reason why a bank should not agree that for legitimate 

commercial purposes. and for transactions complying with the rules and 

regulations of the Federal Reserve Board, it would commdt itself for two 

years to accept tor a customer for importations or exportations, or for 

tne purpose of carrying staples properly warehoused. There is no reason 

why a bank should not say to a tobacco manufactU!'er 11\'.'henever you have 

tobacco properly stored and for which you will give me proper warehouse 

receipts, I am willing to accept for you and charge you a cammission of 

---J~''· Whether it would be wise to make a commitment which would force 

the bank to accept for a customer even when convinced that the borrower 

is carrying too large a supply of raw material, or that the transaction 

is speculative, is a. question of' banking judgment. lt would be safer, 

of course, if the banker could qualify his obligation to accept. But 

this is an instance where it Y-rould be a mistake to lay down a rule and 

where reliance must be placed upon the business sagacity of the banker 

for, in such a case, the borrower would remain subject to the hazards of 

the money market and any advance in rate would have an effect upon his 

own commitments. 

However, the manufacturer should not feel that, in dealing with a 

bankers' acceptance he is taking any other risk than that of the interest 

rate. He s~ould be trained - and this is an important matter - to 
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understand that he can at any ti$e sell his acceptance, not to the 

acceptor but to other banks, or through brokers in the market, or to 

the Federal Reserve banks. It is much to be desired that the American 

banks and banking firms should follow the European praretice of freely 

endorsing first class bankers' acceptances. No drawer of bankers' 

acceptances in Europe, in normal times, would expect to encounter any 

difficulty in selling his paper. He can sell it to discount cor~~nies 

or to private banks, or bankers, to be rediscounted at rates a fraction 

above the ruling interest rate. (In England for as little as 1/B% above 

the discount rate and often less). The manufacturer, after having his 

bill accepted, should feel quite safe in keeping tpe acceptance in his 

portfolio, being confident that, without any further negotiation, he 

could sell it at any tlme that he would be in need of cash. Instead of 

forming syndicates 6uaranteeing the interest rate to the, acceptor, banks 

should make agreements with manufacturing concerns to buy acceptancesg 

from time to time, from the drawees at, say 1/4% in excess of whatever 

might be tbe rulin.::.; interest rate for bankers • acceptrumces. In this 

way a real discount mar1~at would be d.eveloped in this country. Federal 

Reserve banks will, sooner or later, have to adopt the European rule of 

buying only paper bearing a tbird name, viz: the indorsement of a bank, 

banker, or responsible firm. 

It is true that the banks accepting in the present syndicate trans

actions make an additional profit in the interest rate whtch they g1Aarantee 

to the borrower. It is su15gested, however, for their consideration that 

it would be e. sounder policy if they wo11ld Charge a higher acceptance 
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commission for do~estio transactions of thiS kind, for larger comnissions 

would be justified for credits extending over a considerable period. This 

would be aouttder than to adopt a poiicy which. if permdtted freely to 

develop, would undermine the safety of our acceptarioe system and our money 

market. 

The principles governing the acceptance are equally appli0able to 

single name paper. A bank may, agree to carry a customer over a period 

of a year and to buy £ro~time to time his single name pa?er. If this 

paper, according to the statements submitted, should be eligible in other 

respects, Federal Reserve banks might discour.J.t it, provided the paper ls 

not part of a loan which has been negotiated at a fixed rate for a 

definite period, a year or two for example. A ninety day hote made under 

a definite renewal agreement in this way is a c~nouflage for the conven-

ience of the banker to enable him to fina.noe himself by using the 90 day 

form as a mask to conceal what is, in effect, an ineligible one year note. 

But if the interest rate should remain open between borrower and lender 

subject to adjustment to the market rate, a different aspect would be 

presented, and the Federal Reserve banks might discount such notes within 

reasonable limits. 

\7hen .a c:redi t is required for two years, it should be regardled as an 

unsound basis for commercial borrowings on 90 day paper. Without a 

guaranty for renewals it would be dangerous for the borrower. With such 

a guaranty it would be an unsound banking credit. A demand for one or 

two year money, except tor special contracts, indicates a need for greater 
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working capital which ought to be obtained by increase of capital 

or sale of obUga>tions l.n the i:nveatment market .. 

It may be argued that there is at present nc investment ma!'ke~, and. 

therefore these renewal transactions are necessary .. But dceG the ahroge..-

tion of the investment ma:~ket afford a reason for the destr'lCticn of the 

commercial papel'· ma:.k.et also? Some plan must, and will be developed. to 

restore to a certain extent, at least, the security ma.!'ket., But even if 

this restoration can not be effe~ted, should we not look upon credit as a 

commodity Ot which only a limited supply is available? If we have ap

proached the limit, would it not be wise to conserve oredi t and apply it 

only in those directions where its use will :most greatly benefit the 

country? In the case of the Tobacco Company if it had not secured the 

full credit, it sought, it would in that event have bought less tobacco 

and possibly might have advanced its selling prices. What if it had 

reduced its inventories and the consumption of tobacco? Would not th.is 

have been just what is atpresent required? The corollary is that uusiness 

must adjust itself to credit; not credit to business at -~his time. 

To recapitulate: - agreements to grant credits for an extended period 

by the purchase of 90 day paper or by 90 day acceptances ought to be ba8ed 

upon transactions connected directly with the purchase and sale of goods 

and the intermediate process of manufacturing. Credits so extended, should 

relate to the resources of the borrowing concern, and should not be granted 

·for the purpose of furnishing working capital, or for the temporary financ

ing of permanent investment$. 
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Thee& transactions ::Jhould be of an individual character; they caH 

for direct contact between banker and borrower, and syndicate credits 

should be avoided •. Agreements by bankers to furnish one or two year 

money at a definite rate of interest against 90 day paper or accepta:cce:; 

to be used to finance themselves should not be CO'U.-Yltenanced either openly 

or in the form of exchange of paper between bankersc 

These are the principles which the Federal Reserve ~yst8m nu1s~ applyo 

It would·be inexpedient to attempt more than to establish the principles. 

It w011ld be detrimental to formulate definite regulations dealing :in 

minute detail with the various phases of the problem.. It would be far 

better to give some latitude to the banks in dealing with these matters. 

But this will depend entirely upon the wisdom and discretion of the member 

banks. The banks will best serve their own interests if, following the 

example of European institutions, they will adopt these principles as self

imposed, well tried rules of business prudence rather than by abusing 

their freedom of action to force the Board to tie their hands by rig:i.d 

regula.t ions. 

2/13/18 
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